APPENDIX
Preliminary remark
Appendices A – K include examples from my correspondence with RM to demonstrate tone
and content of these messages, and notable experiences. While this selection cannot convey
the whole storyline, it should suffice to illustrate. I added comments for clarification. Of
course, I am willing to go into more detail in the procedure.
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Appendix A (page 3)
Disorganized communication, harassment, lack of research plan
Appendix B (page 32)
Coordination with Associate Professor Ajai Vyas for experimental setup and training his lab
members
Appendix C (page 39)
Escalation of bullying after I argue objectively
Appendix D (page 43)
RM forces me to acknowledge an intimidating threat of contract termination sent to HR
Appendix E (page 45)
Near-finalized review sent to RM for upload to Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology
Appendix F (page 47)
Demeaning, degrading, and aimless task assignment in a T3 grant
Appendix G (page 50)
Meeting
Appendix H (page 52)
Tasks received through Research Assistant and falsification
Appendix I (page 59)
Ad-hoc work organization and uncertainty
Appendix J (page 63)
Unknown tasks
Appendix K (page 66)
Concerns on data fabrication and misrepresentation
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Appendix A
Disorganized communication, harassment, lack of research plan
•
•
•
•
•

Erratic and intimidating communication
Unconstructive feedback on writing
Ignoring important questions for the work
Ignoring or delaying repeated requests for meeting to plan experiments
Harassing by email, phone, and Whatsapp
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From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 at 7:07 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Gene therapy v1
Hi
Overall the writing is alright but one major problem is interpretation of MRMR data and its
comparision with GR. Please see the highlighted part and review the relevant literature. It
will help immensely in this gene-therapy para and ts relation with HPA-BLA hypertrophy.
Please specifically address this issue mainly.
Rupshi
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 at 8:49 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Gene therapy v1
Hello,
Thank you for your comments, I’m glad you like the writing overall.
In the text I write that MRs have higher affinity to glucocorticoids than GRs. If I understand
the highlighted text correctly, you write that GRs have higher affinity to glucocorticoids that
MRs.
Below I quote references stating that MRs have higher affinity to glucocorticoids than GRs.
May you please clarify?
Kind regards,
Helmy
References
1. “…The MR binds GCs with a 10-fold higher affinity than the GR (7)…” (Mitra,
Ferguson and Sapolsky, Biol Psychiatry 2009)
2. “…MR and GR have different binding affinities for glucocorticoids, with MR having a
10-fold higher affinity than the GR [73]…” (Mitra and Sapolsky, Expert opinion on
biological therapy 2010).
3. “…The affinity of the MR for corticosteroids is high, so that it is substantially
occupied under basal conditions; it was postulated to be mostly involved in setting
the threshold for stress responsiveness: a proactive role…” (Groenoeg et al. Mol Cell
Endocrin 2009)
4. “Compared to the GR, corticosteroids have a 10-fold higher MR affinity…”(Heegde et
al. Psychoneuroendocrinology 2015)
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Commented [MH1]: This text is below. RM is factually
incorrect. In addition, the relevant literature was reviewed.
She is being critical over mistakes I did not make. She admits
to her own mistake (below).

From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 at 9:01 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Gene therapy v1
Hi
Yes, you are absolutely right. My confusion! OK, but in any case it will be good to expand
and explain more on affinity here as the writing in that part is not coming out clearly. And
also its relevance to HPA Cort regulation. This will be important to clarify. You can use the
refs you mentioned as well as more reviews on this. Basically how affinity works and why it
is relevant to HPA systemic regulation.

Commented [MH2]: I did not feel this feedback was
constructive.
Commented [MH3]: I am later criticized for including too
many reviews.

Rupshi
Paragraph to be included in the section HPA axis mediators and facilitation of BLA
hypertrophy:
The intricate relationship between experience-induced neuroplasticity in the BLA and the HPA axis is
further demonstrated by investigations in which gene and subsequently protein expression are
altered in the BLA. Shunting GR-mediated effects in the BLA through local expression of a chimeric
estrogen-GR blocked glucocorticoid-induced BLA hypertrophy and reduced anxiety-like behavior
(Mitra and Sapolsky 2010). Furthermore, chimeric estrogen-GR expression in the BLA disrupted
auditory and contextual fear learning (Rodrigues and Sapolsky 2009). Overexpression of MRs in the
BLA, which have a higher affinity (NO, they have lower afficinity, it might help to read up on GR and
MR actions in general, there are many great reviews by MJoels, Roozendahl) to glucocorticoids
compared to GRs and which are known to transduce distinct though poorly delineated pathways,
reduced both endogenous corticosterone secretion and anxiety (Mitra et al. 2009). Together, these
data suggest that at a cellular level BLA neuronal receptors are exquisitely sensitive and responsive to
humoral mediators of stress released by the HPA axis, and which is reflected in robust changes in BLA
neuronal structure, function, and behavioral correlate. Importantly, these data also indicate a
remarkable reciprocity between the HPA axis and the BLA in the stress response. As well as having a
rapid, pronounced, and long-lasting effect on BLA structure and function, HPA axis secretion of stress
hormones is also in part downstream of BLA gene expression, transcription, and cellular activity. We
discuss this intriguing feedback loop further in the BLA and neuroendocrine stress response section
below.
In addition to the heuristic value and potential of these genetic studies for elaborating our
understanding of BLA and neuroendocrine interactions, they hold great promise for the possibility of
gene therapy for fear-related disorders. Using chimeric genes to alter BLA expression of a putative
therapeutic target does not need to affect a majority of neurons to record differences in fear behavior,
and any favorable outcome after BLA gene therapy could endure even after the transgene is no longer
expressed (Mitra and Sapolsky 2010). Direct or indirect epigenetic modulation of HPA axis reactivity
as an interventional strategy is very likely to be a critical component of gene therapy design for stressrelated disorders (Dick and Provencal 2018). Crucially, altering gene expression in the BLA modulates
HPA axis secretion of stress hormones, and thus has value as a local and limited intervention with
systemic and compelling effects (Mitra and Sapolsky 2010). BLA-based gene therapy for fear-related
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Commented [MH4]: This was her only comment on this
piece of text and it is factually incorrect.

disorders would therefore reshape both fear processing and HPA axis response, both of which are
primary objectives of putative gene-based interventions for stress-related disorders (Nees et al. 2018).

Sentence to be included in Critical periods of development, stress, and BLA plasticity
section:

Given the central role of BLA in the processing and memory of fear, data on stress-induced epigenomic
changes in BLA are especially needed to advance research on potential gene therapies for fear-related
disorders (Blouin et al. 2016). Stress-induced epigenomic re-programming of the HPA axis also occurs
in the adult brain, highlighting the urgency, and potential, of such data (Dirven et al. 2017).

References
Blouin, A. M., S. E. Sillivan, N. F. Joseph and C. A. Miller (2016). "The potential of epigenetics in stressenhanced fear learning models of PTSD." Learn. Memory 23(10): 576-586.
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From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 2:29 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo
<rmitra@resilieo.com>, "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Helmy
<helmy.m@gmail.com>
Subject: some edits
Hi
Here are some minimal but important edits/comments I added. Please see. Overall, I think
the main points are listed below
1. One paragraph, not too long, is needed reviewing my gene therapy work in Robert's lab,
specially because it directly deals with amygdala hypertrophy, anxiety, GR, MR, ERGR, all of
which are central message here. I saw you did include SK2 and Cort paper but I think they
are a bit spread out. It will be good to consolidate all work on BLA, GR, gene therapy against
anxiety in one para.
2. EE paragraph can go and we should not include any EE context, as ut appears a bit
distractive. We should however plan to write another shorter review at some point on EE
work exclusively.
3. Figures 1 and 4 can be merged, we need to think more how to do it. Figure 3 can go.
4. Future direction can be based on what you propose towards the end, combining BLA
functionality with structure, behavior, function, network and electrophysiology.
Let's talk more on zoom

Commented [MH5]: This section was included then
excluded several times.
Commented [MH6]: This was not done.
Commented [MH7]: Vague advice.

Rupshi
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 2:22 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Helmy
<helmy.m@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Final stage review
Hello,
Yes, I hope to send it by the evening, as promised 😊
When would you like to meet to discuss our experimental plans? At the lab or online?
I’m waiting to hear from Ajai on when he would like to meet tomorrow.

Commented [MH8]: I was hoping that over time she would
see that I am good for my word and start treating me with
respect.
Commented [MH9]: I request to meet for planning.
Commented [MH10]: Indication that I will be meeting Ajai.

Kind regards,
Helmy
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From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 11:12 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Review table
Hi
I will now look at this version, table and figures and send feedback if that helps. I will be
waiting for what you propose to send next.

Commented [MH11]: There was no meaningful feedback.

Rupshi
On Wed, 22 Jul 2020, 10:27 Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy,
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg> wrote:
Hello Rupshi,
Please find attached the table for the review. I made some minor changes to the text of the
review (just a couple of references and sentences modified) to better reflect the data in the
table, please find the latest draft of the review also attached.
I am working on the proposed figures I sent earlier, but I still don’t have any good ideas on
what to do with Proposed Figure D. In theory it should show that: (i) brain plasticity and
HPA axis feedback change with stress so that BLA has greater influence; and (ii) the
mechanisms underlying BLA hypertrophy and mPFC/hippocampal atrophy are the same.
Together, I would have thought the figure summarizes the conserved features of the stress
response, and the BLA’s role in anxiety-related disorder. At the moment it doesn’t do that I
think. I tried to put in behavior to highlight the relation of BLA to anxiety, but then it looks
like the diagram is simplistically saying the BLA is causing the anxiety, or is somehow solely
responsible for the ‘Maladaptive stress response’. I’m not sure it’s behavior that the
diagram needs, or something else. The ‘Recalibration of feedback’ arrow onto the HPA axis
in the middle panel is inaccurate, so maybe the whole structure has to be changed from its
present triangular form.
For now I am working on the other proposed figures and will send ASAP.
Kind regards,
Helmy
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Commented [MH12]: I request feedback.

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 11:41 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Helmy
<helmy.m@gmail.com>
Subject: Final stage review
Hi
I am hoping to see your full review stage today as you had anticipated last week and
requested till Wednesday this week.
Looking forward
Rupshi

Commented [MH13]: This is suggestive of me not being
reliable. I do not recall ever being late on an agreed deadline
with this work.

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 2:54 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Helmy
<helmy.m@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Final stage review
Soon, once the review is submitted

Commented [MH14]: RM delays meeting for planning
vaguely.

Get Outlook for Android

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 9:43 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Meeting
Hello,
I understood from our discussion on Tuesday that it is to make decisions on stereotaxic
equipment and other items on our checklist.
Helmy
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Commented [MH15]: This is my reply to a puzzling question
from RM asking why I was meeting Ajai (see RM’s email
below). We arranged this meeting during an earlier group
online meeting. RM was at that online meeting as well as
others. She publicly humiliated me several times during that
online meeting.

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 8:56 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo
<rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Meeting
Hi
What is this meeting for?

Commented [MH16]: RM was present at the time of
decision. Intimidating given the purported plans and
circumstances. Could she not have asked her husband what
the meeting is for, perhaps? Or make an educated guess that
it is about the setup we were building together?

Rupshi
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 6:58 PM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>; Rupshi Mitra <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: FW: Meeting
OK.
Shall I tell Ajai I will meet him on Thursday between 1 and 4 pm, or on Friday between 1 and 4 pm?
Do you have a preference?

Commented [MH17]: 3rd request for permission to meet
Ajai. No control over my schedule.

Helmy

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 2:38 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Meeting
Hi!
I can met with Ajai Thursday or Friday between 1 and 4 pm. When may you and I meet to discuss
plans?
Helmy
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Commented [MH18]: 2nd request to meet Ajai and request
to meet RM to discuss plans.

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 at 7:06 AM
To: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Cc: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Review v16
Hi,
Please see attached, I hope you like it. Some notes on the manuscript below.
I understand my priorities for scheduling in the coming period is to discuss with you our
experimental plans (including researching corticosterone injection into brain) and integrating the
results of that into our checklist, procurement, and setting up work. I also plan to finalize a green
light from animal facility. Please let me know if I’m missing something.
Ajai would like to meet at the lab at 3 pm today (Thursday). Unless you instruct me otherwise, I will
go to lab then. I will probably not be at my laptop at 9 am to check emails because I haven’t slept
and need to be in a bed for a while, so if there is something urgent I need to pay attention to
immediately, please call.
Notes on the review:
- Changes to your edits and other remarks on the text are noted in comments. Novel text is
highlighted in blue. Text highlighted in green is data to be cross-checked with the original
reference.
- I did not have time nor inspiration to write the abstract, which of course needs to be very
good. I would appreciate your guidance/outline for this.
- I played around with the figures so it may be worthwhile to compare versions 2 and 3 of the
document on figures. Let me know about arrangements for the BLA neuron diagrams.
Kind regards,
Helmy
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Commented [MH19]: Request for a concrete work plan.

Commented [MH20]: 1st request to meet Ajai.

Commented [MH21]: Information which she later asks
about.

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Monday, August 24, 2020 at 6:38 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Updates
Hi,
I started exploring the exciting topic you described for an opinion piece over the weekend
😊
I now understand that ‘situational’ in animal models of PTSD is, in the articles I came across
so far, associated with ‘reminder’. I want to gain a better understanding of what ‘situational’
means in clinical terms, and how it is important in PTSD. So I can make more sense of what
the animal models are telling us about the neurobiology of the disease.
I’ll put the references + abstract I find in a document and send to you ASAP. Is it correct to
say we are looking for literature where situational reminders are used in an animal model of
PTSD?

Commented [MH22]: I’m trying to establish a context for
the novel and ambiguous opinion/review she requested.

Kind regards,
Helmy

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Monday, August 24, 2020 at 5:49 PM
To: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Updates
Hi
I will be following both emails to HR soon as well as grant status this week. For experiments
we will wait for Shruti to update as and when if anything is needed. For the opinion piece I
was describing the other day you can collect/share material for me to go over. For
surgery/CORT infusion, did we get rats/invoice yet? Do keep me posted on the order status.
For all protocols we follow our lab's protocol unless I otherwise say.
Thanks
Rupshi
Get Outlook for Android

Commented [MH23]: Is it appropriate for an RO to discuss
monetary HR concerns of employees as a group?
Commented [MH24]: This research plan did not inspire me
with confidence.
Commented [MH25]: Notice it is an opinion piece here. It
can become opinion/review or review. Where does one look
for an scientific opinion on a subject if one does not have
one to begin with?
Commented [MH26]: Did the budget not run out?
Commented [MH27]: These protocols never materialized.
Intimidating. I wonder why RM was requesting protocols
from me if she had them already?
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From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, August 28, 2020 at 6:06 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: 28.08.2020
Hi Rupshi,

1. Review BLA

I’m wondering if you had time for feedback on finalizing (main points in email below)?

Commented [MH28]: 2nd request for feedback on
manuscript sent on August 17th.

2. Review/opinion on fear/PTSD

Prepared two documents with references, as you know one on situational reminders in
animal models of PTSD, the second elaborating on these models many of which, if I
understand correctly, use innate fear, and translational relevance to generalized anxiety
disorders and PTSD. Having read and familiarized, I would be eager to work on any of the
angles you outline (email copied below) for our review/opinion.

3. Schedule

- I look forward to the laboratory protocols on CORT BLA infusion to make preparations and
start the experiments ASAP.
- Perhaps we can submit the BLA review?
- I’m ready to focus on an aspect of our opinion/review per your instructions.

Kind regards,
Helmy

Commented [MH29]: At that point, I had been told that
only laboratory protocols will be followed, which confused
me as to why I had been generating protocols.
Commented [MH30]: I ask for instructions on a complex
project (novel opinion/review she requested) involving 4
people.

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, August 21, 2020 at 5:37 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: 21.08.2020
Hi Rupshi,

1. Review

I was wondering if you had time for our manuscript? There are few minor comments for
your kind attention. I copied the email addressing points we are discussing to finalize below.
Basically, other than a few minor modifications, I may take a shot at merging our abstracts,
we need to think about the section on EE, and if we want a graphical abstract. I am done
checking the references and picking out key ones. With your feedback, I can integrate the lot
and send you the final text for revision. Does that sound like a good plan?

2. Pilot BLA CORT infusion

I had earlier sent a document CORT infuse brain2.docx. I will integrate details/methods for
our pilot experiments per our discussion today, and send to you Monday at the latest. Is it
correct to say Shruti has already done similar experiments (BLA infusion)? In which case, we
should use the tried and true method (e.g. coordinates), no? Also, may I also have our
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Commented [MH31]: 1st request for feedback on
manuscript sent on August 17th.
Commented [MH32]: Repeated requests for (same topic of)
feedback.

protocol as submitted for IACUC? For pre- and post-surgical medication, monitoring, and
anesthesia doses/combination, and so on.

3. Schedule

Shruti had asked if I may help her with mouse behavioral experiments on Tuesday at LKC.
Should we proceed?

Commented [MH33]: Indicating I am eager to start
experiments, and confused as to presence or absence of
protocols. No response.
Commented [MH34]: Uncertainty.

Kind regards,
Helmy

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 at 10:57 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Review v18
Hello,
Please see attached with edits integrated. Very few comments remain in the text for your
kind attention.
Feedback I need as I finalize is:
- What was the graphical abstract is now Fig 1. I agree it’s appropriate where you
point out. But then there is no graphical abstract. We can keep it as a graphical
abstract, and refer to it in the text (like: see graphical abstract). Or we make a new
graphical abstract, or submit with no graphical abstract? I think the way you set it
out is good. Just submit with no graphical abstract.
- How to rethink section on EE.
To answer points in your email:
- The table, did you want to relook at it for changing/adding/removing any reference?
If you think it is final can your resend after you take a look at it?
I had sent Table v2 with draft v16. Attached again here for your attention. I was
selective with the final list of references included. I am satisfied with the Table as in
v2, please let me know if there are deficiencies.
- I am writing the abstract and I will send you soon to take a look. You are welcome to
develop an abstract too based on the points you noted. I think it will be great to
merge the best points from both of our abstracts.
Great, let do this.
- Did we finalize on one reasonably good journal? Now that it is almost fully written,
would you explore good journal once more?
I think your suggestion to proceed with Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology is the best.
Regarding alternative journals, I attach here the list I had prepared earlier. At the
time I had gone through hits on https://mjl.clarivate.com/home using the search
term ‘neuroscience’ (and others such as ‘stress’ and ‘fear’, they overlapped with
‘neuroscience’), and chose ones with apparently appropriate scope, and
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Commented [MH35]: Emphasizing I need to get this
feedback. No response.

Commented [MH36]: RM changed her mind on to include
or exclude this section several times.

Commented [MH37]: The text in red is by RM. Did RM see
the Table or not?

Commented [MH38]: How? I describe how I did it the first
time and ask how it can better be done. No response. What
was the point of this request?

accept review submissions or review proposals. It’s possible I missed something. If
there is an alternative way to tackle this question let me know, but at the moment
the only thing I can think is to keep my eyes open as I double check the references.

Commented [MH39]: I’m offering alternatives to tackling a
problem.

Kind regards,
Helmy
From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 at 1:08 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, Suresh Shruti
<shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Refs situational PTSD
Hi
Thanks for the first list of papers. Looks quite relevant.
Here are my short notes/inputs (Attached).
I think I will also ask Arcahan if she would like to be involved. It might be good to get her
ideas in this too. I will keep you updated.
I think we have to take out many of the abstracts based on my notes.
After that I would urge Shruti and Archana too (if she is in) to do their own independent
pubmed search/review for inclusion of more articles/insights.
Then if each of you can summarize certain angles, like animal models of fear/ptsd, another
could do housing environment, and then ethological relevance of behavior and its
application in current research, that will be good. Then we can all come together to tie up
the whole story, hopefully in a medium/short review.
Rupshi
Focus on animal studies, housing, logic for/against anxiety-fear related behavior and
evolutionary perspective/realistic understanding of behavior.
Blanchard’s early papers, reviews will help here to understand fundamentals of behvaior in
and out of visible burrow system, which is quite relevant of the behaviors we see in
enrichment. Good to review their work in one early paragraph. Why environment is an
important determinant.
Take out human clinical aspect may be…if it is opinion piece good to do a thorough review
of animal behavior in different housing conditions.
Towards the end we may/may not very briefly mention 1 or 2 prominent refs…but lets think
more
Lets also try and focus in anxiety/stress/fear-related behavior and
vulnerability/resilience….not addiction/alcoholism/too much into
extinction/depression/memory/reproductive/sexual motivation/antidepressants/sleep..no
need
Can take out cellular/astrocyte/gene regulation etc
Let’s only focus on behavioral, neuroendocrine and may be neuroplasticity aspect only
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Commented [MH40]: Without consulting with co-authors?
Commented [MH41]: Meaningless task. RM’s notes are
below. It covers everything that might be related to fear,
with some exceptions.
Commented [MH42]: ?

Commented [MH43]: ???

Need of more ethologically relevant models, predator stress, field studies etc to get more
naturalistic behavior pattern.
Naturalistic cage-setting could be a good lab option to bridge the need
Argument about genetic predisposition…is it necessary?
We could possibly get Archana’s inputs/involvement in this review….might be good.
Shruti can you also independently review/search the field to get maximum coverage

Commented [MH44]: This text is from RM. I do not think
this is adequate supervisory advice for a collaborative work
to be written by two post-docs, an RA, and a PI.

Commented [MH45]: This is my text, the track changes are
by RM. Her contribution is all the ‘the’. I disagree with the
placement of some ‘the’.
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Commented [MH46]: The text in red is by RM. She later
deletes the paragraph about history she requested and
criticizes me for putting it in.

Commented [MH47]: RM made track changes in pink. She
repeats the same message in another part of the text
without meaningful advice on how to integrate the same
message in two different sections.

Commented [MH48]: RM’s demands to highlight this part
of her work compromised the text. She demands for this
‘paragraph’ to be sent to her separately from the text for
unknown reasons.
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From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 at 4:26 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Helmy
<helmy.m@gmail.com>
Subject: edits on review
Hi
Here are the edits. Do send me the genetherapy para, that I mentione din last email.

Commented [MH49]: I did not understand why this needed
to be sent separately from the main text.

Rupshi

Commented [MH50]: The gene therapy paragraph. We had
just discussed the figures I generated the day before (see
below). I was being harassed by phone and mail for random
tasks.
In the message from RM at 20:55, she avoids answering an
experimental concern. There was a large incongruency
between RM harassing me to send plans and protocols
‘immediately’ or ‘ASAP’ and this shirking of practical,
forward-looking, realistic discussion.
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From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 at 12:40 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Figs v2
Sounds good, thanks!
On Mon, 3 Aug 2020, 23:55 Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy,
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg> wrote:
Hello!
OK, noted, I will do my best to integrate all feedback and revert ASAP.
I’ll cancel lab housekeeping with Shruti on Thursday.

Commented [MH51]: RM makes and cancels plans.

I will continue to work on planning experiments/sourcing materials, will send follow-ups
shortly.
Helmy
From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Monday, August 3, 2020 at 10:27 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Figs v2
Hi
I think we don't need Fig 3.

Commented [MH52]: She had previously asked for further
elaborations on Figure 3.

Fig 4, what about the thick black arrow from BLA to HPA also, like the one you drew BLA to
Hippo/PFC, the right side triade.
Fig 5, we can make a new hypothetical normal and hypertrophied neuron and not take from
JNS 2002. New schematics are always preferred.
With this I think most of my suggestions/edits are in.
I hope you have already worked on the gene-therapy paragraph and other edits I emailed
last week. Can you send the final version of the review with figures, reference all included in
so we can may be submit this week? I would think it will be better to work on this and finish
and then follow-up in lab work/ stock keeping etc.
Let me know what you think
Rupshi
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Commented [MH53]: I find it difficult to interpret what RM
means here, but if it means what I think it might, then it
would defeat the purpose. The thick black arrow indicates
positive feedback, which we are arguing is augmented after
stress. If it’s in the before and after stress, the point is lost,
both are the same and stress has no effect.
Commented [MH54]: I was hoping RM would understand
the figures I put there were a place-holder. She never
forwarded any ‘new’ images, though I requested several
times.

Commented [MH55]: She had actually ordered me to
follow-up on the lab work/stock keeping etc. Throughout our
interactions, uncertainty is a key feature.

From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 10:23 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: CORT into brain studies
I would advise not to send out queries any more to other labs till we have finalised
reviews/what's known in the field and decided on what to ask if at all.

Commented [MH56]: The query I had sent was on her
orders given in an online meeting with colleagues.

Rupshi

On Fri, 14 Aug 2020, 10:19 Rupshi Mitra, <rmitra@resilieo.com> wrote:
Hi
Let's do the reviewing of Cort infusion first. Could you find out more about Cort infusion? I
saw your email to Roozendaal. It's probably better to do/discuss about whatever is known in
the field first. If you have already done this can you send me pointers in an email about
what you found in the field about Cort infusion/solvents etc.
Rupshi
On Fri, 14 Aug 2020, 08:49 Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy,
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg> wrote:
Hi Rupshi,

Commented [MH57]: The reviewing was complete. RM is
here replying to an email I sent with the reviewing she
demanded attached (see below). In other words, she is
delaying the meeting till after I prepare a sheet on Cort. She
later realizes the sheet is there, so she asks me to summarize
it. But it was a table. How does one summarize what is
already summarized as a table? Nevertheless I described the
table. Subsequently, it became an emergency, and the RA
and I had to order Cort and an unknown solvent immediately
(see below). With which we did and can do nothing. I can
find no link between me sending her a sheet on Cort first
thing in the morning, and the immediate urgency of ordering
Cort in which many emails were exchanged. I thought a
meeting to plan experiments would have been more
constructive towards doing work.

Please find attached studies infusing corticosterone into brain that I found so far.
When would be a good time to meet for planning? Shall we meet online, at the lab, or if you
like I may come to meet you at a coffee place near where you live?
Kind regards,
Helmy

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 11:32 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo
<rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: CORT into brain studies
Hi
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Commented [MH58]: I request to meet for planning.

Do order Cort and both solvents as you mentioned. You may ask/email Shruti about how to
order. About emailing Roozendaal/any puzzle confusion about anything, please clarify first
or check first if it is OK to write at this stage (while we ourselves are still figuring
out/reviewing etc). I typically do not send out email till we are absolutely sure. Please take
note.

Commented [MH59]: I had mentioned there are several
options, see below.

Thanks
Rupshi
Get Outlook for Android
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 11:21:18 AM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>; Rupshi Mitra <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: CORT into brain studies
Hi Rupshi,
As you may see from the table in the document, I did not find that many studies infusing
corticosterone into brain, so far. Five actually, though I left out a couple of papers I thought
were unhelpful. I’m wondering why corticosterone has not been infused into brain more
often in past studies.
The table summarizes solvents, the most suitable appears to be cyclodextrin-based, as Ajai
had mentioned during our meeting. The final concentrations or percentage vary, and I could
not immediately find all details that would be necessary to replicate, though I did check any
links mentioned in those articles.

Commented [MH60]: She had demanded I ‘summarize’ a
table.

The supplier for corticosterone in (almost all of) these studies is Sigma-Aldrich, and from
their website I think obtaining is not problematic in terms of price and delivery time, details
and a link are in the document. I also put in a link to an online document about use of
corticosterone with Alzet pumps. The dose is quite variable, and I am not sure how to make
sense of it at the moment (for example, absolute mass vs. molarity).
Regarding sending an email to Roozendaal, I assure you I would not have taken the initiative
on my own. During our meeting Tuesday, Ajai had offered to contact him, and I think I heard
you say you (Helmy) can also contact Roozdendaal. Perhaps I misheard, sorry about that.
To reiterate, I am really puzzled as to why corticosterone has not been injected into brain in
many more studies. I looked through pages and pages of hits on Google Scholar and
PubMed, used several search criteria, and checked many articles. For example, Roozendaal
has done tens of studies which infuse something into BLA – but I have not come across one
yet where he infuses corticosterone….beta agonist/antagonist yes, GR agonist yes, but not
corticosterone. Why is that? It’s possible I am missing something, or just need to find the
start of a thread. I’ll carry on looking.
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Commented [MH61]: Note I nevertheless apologize. During
that meeting with colleagues she also shouted at me several
times. I did not understand what she said. I later asked Ajai
what she meant and what I said wrong. During that meeting
she also humiliated me in less loud but not subtle ways.

Regarding ordering Cort immediately, as mentioned the link to the most likely candidate I
found thus far is in the document I sent. Would you like me to send an email to Shruti about
ordering it? Regarding ordering solvents, the most attractive one used in the studies listed
in the table is 2-hydroxypropyl-ß-cyclodextrin, and several options are available from
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/technical-documents/articles/biofiles/cyclodextrins.html, I
don’t know which one would be ideal at this stage. Ajai had mentioned during the meeting
that he has more information on cyclodextrin for our use. If you would like me to ask Shruti
to order it as well, let me know which one you think is best.

Commented [MH62]: This extremely urgent order was
never followed up on. We had an agreement I would not be
involved in procurement, and I do not have access to the
necessary information to use Ariba.

I have completed procedures from my part regarding access to RSB main campus, and am
waiting for final approval. I arranged to meet with Chrisma for orientation at ARF LKC
Novena on Wednesday 19th August 10 am.
Kind regards,
Helmy
From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 10:46 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: CORT into brain studies
Hi
Can you order Cort immediately and read what solvent do Sigma suggest, saline or other?
How much does it cost?
Rupshi

Commented [MH63]: The sense of urgency is not
understood given that I asked to plan. The experiments will
not occur with Cort alone. What would I infuse the Cort with,
or into, for example?
Commented [MH64]: Saline is an odd suggestion, or
perhaps it was a trick question. Corticosterone dissolves with
difficulty.

Get Outlook for Android

Commented [MH65]: This information was already in the
document. Along with the table she wanted summarized.

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 8:49:50 AM
To: Rupshi Mitra <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Cc: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: CORT into brain studies
Hi Rupshi,
Please find attached studies infusing corticosterone into brain that I found so far.
When would be a good time to meet for planning? Shall we meet online, at the lab, or if you like I
may come to meet you at a coffee place near where you live?

Commented [MH66]: Requesting to meet, anywhere,
anytime, because she is very rarely in her office due to
allergy.

Kind regards,
Helmy
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From: Rupshi Mitra [mailto:rmitra@resilieo.com]
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2020 1:51 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>; Suresh Shruti
<shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: for ordering CORT and cfos ASAP

Hi Shruti
Can you place an order while teaching in parallel to Helmy for future need, CORT from
Sigma (Helmy has details) and cfos antibody (primary and matching secondary antibody too
if we don't have) as soon as possible. I think c-fos staining should be quite simple. Have any
of you done it before? I know Archana did along with AVP. Shruti do check in our protocol if
we have it. Otherwise too it should be rather simple to do. Do we have extra brain to try
some staining? I know Ajai's lab too have done c-fos extensively. Do review and get the
protocol from our lab/Ajai lab/yourself and send to me. Alongside check which antibody
works best and order asap. Helmy will need to start this very very soon. So, Helmy please do
share your previous immuno protocols too which you said you did immunostaining with.
Thanks
Rupshi
N.B. Helmy/Shruti do send our own stock of antibodies that you may have registered in log?
I know you started to do this so finish and send to me this list asap
--

Asst Prof Rupshi MITRA
Assistant Professor, School of Biological Sciences
50 Nanyang Avenue, SBS-02n-09, Singapore 639798
T 65-6513-8043 F 65-6XXX-XXXX rmitra@ntu.edu.sg www.ntu.edu.sg
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Commented [MH67]: In what paradigm? Which research?
Why can’t we meet so I prepare to start very very soon?
What am I starting?
Commented [MH68]: Why would my previous histology
protocols be needed here if I have not done c-fos before? Is
it ethical to request protocols owned by another university?
Intimidating.
Commented [MH69]: RM should have been aware that
these are depleted and expired, I told her several times.

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2020 at 9:06 AM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, Suresh Shruti
<shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Budget readjustments
Hi
OK for me.
Helmy
From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Wednesday, August 19, 2020 at 11:04 PM
To: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Budget readjustments
Hi
Given the last minute changes in experiments that Shruti need to run tomorrow at LKC, we
will be meeting in lab on Friday around 12 noon. Hope the time suits you both.
Rupshi
Get Outlook for Android
From: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 9:09:09 PM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>; Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Budget readjustments
Hi,
Thursday sounds good to me. Thanks.
Shruti
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Commented [MH70]: Why are experiments last-minute?

From: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: 18 August 2020 19:07
To: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>; Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Budget readjustments
Hi
How are you Shruti? Hopefully you can come on Thursday.
I will likely be able to meet you both on Thursday in lab to update about current status of
our grant/budget/contract etc
Rupshi

Commented [MH71]: I got a one year contract; I do not
understand how the budget can suddenly change status. The
communication is vague and intimidating.

From: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2020 1:23 PM
To: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>; Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Budget readjustments
Dear Both
Given my ongoing grant might not have sufficient fund in upcoming months I will need to
readjust our experiments, commitments, contracts a whole lot. I will be meeting you soon
to update more once I know with more surety our lab's budget/grant commitments.
Commented [MH72]: Extremely vague and intimidating.

Thanks
Rupshi
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Context information by Mohamed Helmy:

Commented [MH73]: See context information on what
follows.

Starting the next page is a sample from an earlier draft of the review I wrote (references
removed). She had edited the same draft twice, and I was having trouble making sure that
everything from both edits were included in the latest draft, especially as many changes she
made were contradictory between the two edits. In a very tense phone call, she demanded
that I send the latest draft immediately, which I argued was not possible. She then
interrogated me on what I was doing hour by hour, day by day. I was mostly at the lab,
fulfilling other writing tasks she demanded, in online meetings with herself, or meeting
representatives of products we were purchasing for the purported experiments.
I was working on three documents at the same time, her 2 edits and a clean version, so I could
not use track changes. This upset her very much. At the conclusion of the long phone call, she
demanded extremely strictly that “…every single word….every single letter….” changed from
the previous version be commented upon. This can be seen in the text – I had to compare the
clean version to two edits line by line (c.a. 20 full pages of text). Considering that I wrote it, I
did not understand the meaning of this request, and felt very bullied in the painful and
meaningless task.
During the hour-by-hour interrogation, she insisted she had sent the second round of edits
early on Monday so I was obliged to send her the email below. Note the contradiction with
how long it took her to return an edit (up to 3 weeks) very often with minimal, nonsense, or
obstructive comments.
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, August 6, 2020 at 10:13 AM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: FW: edits on review
Please see the email I received from you with the second round of edits below. The time
stamp is Monday July 27th at 4:26 pm.
Helmy
From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Monday, July 27, 2020 at 4:26 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Helmy
<helmy.m@gmail.com>
Subject: edits on review
Hi
Here are the edits. Do send me the genetherapy para, that I mentione din last email.
Rupshi
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perhaps underlying the tenacity of fear-related disorders. Fear- and anxiety-related disorders are
present at all stages of human life. The phenotype of fear and fear-related disorders is complex, and
amygdala, as a central regulator in fear-circuitry, is a notable target for research on pathophysiology
and intervention (Starke et al. 2019). Taking PTSD as a notable example, we see that it shows a wide
range or heterogeneity of signs, symptoms and biological markers, but remarkably amygdalar changes
are a consistent feature of the disease (Zoellner et al. 2014, Morey et al. 2020). The time course of
anxiety disorders shows a close congruence with the developmental profile of the amygdala and its
functional connectivity to other brain regions (Skuse et al. 2003, Salzwedel et al. 2019). Fear-related
disorders are particularly problematic and resistant to treatment when adversity is experienced during
infancy and childhood. Child maltreatment and insufficient care at child foster institutions
dramatically affect an individual’s development, greatly increasing the risk to psychopathology, and is
associated with pronounced changes in brain structure (Teicher et al. 2016). Notably, and in
agreement with its prominent role in fear-related disorders, amygdalar structural changes are directly
correlated with early life stress (ELS) (Albaugh et al. 2017). This also places emphasis on the amygdala
as a key structure in critical periods of emotional development (ibid). The median age of onset for
anxiety disorders is estimated to be approximately 11 to 12 years of age; the authors highlight
amygdalar developmental factors contributing to this phenomenon (Spielberg et al. 2019).
For reasons which we will discuss below, the basolateral amygdala (BLA) is uniquely placed to initiate
and propagate fear responses and to organize emotional dysregulation typically found in stressrelated disorders. In the present review, we discuss experience-dependent plasticity in the BLA, and
its enduring legacy in fear perpetuation. In the first sections we justify a pivotal role of BLA in the
integrated stress response, and outline the anatomy and development of the BLA. We then discuss
experimental evidence for BLA as a leading neural correlate intrinsic to experience-dependent
plasticity and enduring maladaptive behavior after trauma. We summarize neurophysiological data
occurring with the observed cytoarchitectural and behavioral changes. These changes show a wide
range of individual variation, and we review data linking the BLA and inherited predisposition to stress.
An important marker of the stress response is the reactivity of the hypothalamus-pituitary adrenal
(HPA) axis, and so we discuss how the BLA is embedded in this system. Importantly, adrenal
glucocorticoids secreted by the HPA axis are intricately linked to fear memory formation and
extinction in the BLA. Thus collated, these data invite the question: is the BLA causal or incidental to
enduring maladaptive fear responses? To pursue this intriguing possibility, we map the BLA’s place in
the networks and feedback loops regulating stress, and then review work on mechanisms putatively
underlying BLA stress-induced plasticity. Evidence shows that stress during critical periods of
development produces long-lasting effects through BLA-related mechanisms, and we dedicate a
section to this area of research. We conclude with a summary and major research questions related
to BLA plasticity and its role in stress and disease.

Commented [h74]: Added these references.

Commented [h75]: These sentence modified to match the
reference and emphasize what I understand is our message
here.

Commented [h76]: Changed from ‘in this section’.
Commented [h77]: Removed ‘its’ after ‘and’.

BLA in stress
The amygdala is an important neural substrate of fear. BLA has a primary role in the mediation of the
fear response, evidenced by it sensory inputs, complex nuclear organization, and projection output to
other regions of the amygdala and brain (McDonald 2020). Indeed, the BLA is the key structure
mediating conditioned fear acquisition and extinction (Fanselow and LeDoux 1999, Krabbe et al. 2018,
O’Neill et al. 2018). The BLA is the locus of associative fear learning, and through its connections to
downstream amygdalar nuclei, is the prime regulator of the fear response (Maren 2001). In addition
to polymodal sensory and nociceptive associative fear learning, innate fear circuits, such as induced
by presence of predator or predator odor, are also initiated through sensory processing in BLA (Silva
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Commented [h78]: Changed this sentence to have
‘amygdala’ at the end rather than the beginning.

we argue that directly addressing BLA plasticity in stress-related diseases will raise novel research
questions and interventional strategies for a broader range of problematic conditions than currently
discussed in the literature. Further work is needed to elucidate mechanisms linking BLA plasticity to
stress-related conditions such as cardio- and cerebrovascular disease, diabetes, and inflammatory
bowel disease, and we hope this review will bring visibility to this promising field of research.

Anatomy and development of BLA
The basal part of the amygdala is as an almond-shaped region deep in the temporal lobe (LeDoux
2007). In the present review, ‘basolateral amygdala’ or BLA refers to the deep nuclei comprised of the
lateral, basal (or basolateral), and accessory basal (or basomedial) nuclei (Sah et al. 2003). The BLA
has extensive connections with frontal and temporal systems (Swanson and Petrovich 1998). Through
these connections, the BLA receives sensory information of all modalities and coordinates associations
between sensory input and past experience (Sah et al. 2003). BLA neurons are largely composed of
pyramidal projection neurons, mostly glutamatergic and excitatory, and local interneurons, mostly
GABAergic and inhibitory. However, it important to note that the BLA shows a wide diversity of
neuronal subpopulations, conferring on the BLA a broad repertoire of neuroplastic capacity (Farb et
al. 1995, McDonald and Mascagni 2002, Rainnie et al. 2006, Truitt et al. 2009, Dabrowska and Rainnie
2010, Spampanato et al. 2011, Capogna 2014, McDonald and Zaric 2015, Wang et al. 2017, Krabbe et
al. 2018). Dendrites of pyramidal cells in BLA nuclei run parallel to the nuclear border; overlap between
nuclei, where dendrites of one nucleus cross into a bordering one, occurs to varying degrees
(Millhouse and DeOlmos 1983, McDonald 1984). Within nuclei, dendrites of class I spiny neurons, and
class II spine-sparse neurons interact extensively. Dendritic organization of the BLA has been
extensively described in rats (Millhouse and DeOlmos 1983, McDonald 1984), guinea pig (Carlsen
1989), opossum (McDonald and Culberson 1981), and in humans (Tosevski et al. 2002). The intrinsic
connectome of rat amygdala has also been extensively reviewed (Schmitt et al. 2012).
The structural and functional development of BLA neurons in rats has been previously described
(Ehrlich et al. 2012, Ryan et al. 2012, Ryan et al. 2016). Briefly, from P7 to P28, soma size doubles and
aggregate dendritic length triples, with dendritic spines reaching maturity at P28. Through to P60,
dendritic length increases, and branch points shift distally in dendritic arbors. In vitro data shows that:
(i) BLA principal neuron membrane input resistance and time constant decreases between P7 and P21,
suggesting preadolescent amygdala neurons are less responsive to synaptic input, and plasticity is
more time-dependent; (ii) spontaneous network oscillations in BLA are first detected at P21, and may
be coordinated in part by parvalbumin inhibitory interneurons which first emerge in BLA at P14; and
(iii) BLA principal neuron maximal firing rate reach maturity at P14, with a hyperpolarization of action
potential threshold occurring until P21 (ibid). BLA dendritic trees grow prior to puberty in rats, and
dendritic pruning occurs after puberty (Koss et al. 2014).

Stress-induced BLA hypertrophy
The structural footprint of stress in the brain was first demonstrated in the hippocampus. The finding
that hippocampus retained receptors for adrenal glucocorticoids was critical as evidence of a two-way
communication between stress hormones and the brain (McEwen et al. 1968). Hippocampal CA3
neurons were later shown to undergo dendritic atrophy during chronic stress and also after exogenous
administration of glucocorticoids (Watanabe et al. 1992). Since the publication of these findings,
stress-induced hippocampal atrophy has been shown in multiple stress paradigms and in several
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Commented [h79]: Significantly reworked this section for
the following reasons: (i) I don’t think we should go into
much detail about hippocampus, memory, and fear here. I
addressed the hippocampus/pfc issue with your edits in v12,
where you said we need to elaborate on this important
point, and I agree. There is a new paragraph in now about
hippocampus and pfc in fear circuitry in general, rather than
hippocampus and memory in particular, see if you like it; (ii)
the seminal paper and finding of stress-induced BLA
hypertrophy is not evident in your edit. Actually, I would say
it has been lost in the text of v13; (iii) you pointed out
several times that we should avoid going into allostasis and I
agree with you, either do it properly in a section or not at all,
with preference for the latter; (iv) I think it’s jumping the gun
to go into ‘normalization of feedback’ here. This is addressed
later. See point (i) above; and (v) we do not talk about
pharmacological reversal of BLA hypertrophy anywhere in
the review. While I was doing the literature research I came
across some work, but was not convinced there is evidence it
was immediately linked to BLA hypertrophy directly, rather
than indirectly for example through effect on glutamate or
e.g. with SSRI. If I missed an important work let me know.
For reasons we discussed, I could not use track changes in
this document. Sorry for the inconvenience when you wish
to compare this section as it is here vs. v13. There is
significant novel/modified text in this section, I did not
highlight it.
Commented [h80]: In your edits in v13, the history/time line
of studying stress-induced plasticity was removed, so I
deleted the associated references.

review stress-induced electrophysiological changes in BLA, which broadly reflect the structural
changes in that principal neuron excitability is increased and interneuron inhibition is diminished.
[Table 1]

Stress-associated BLA neuroplasticity
Stress-induced cytoarchitectural changes in BLA after stress suggest that pyramidal neuron excitability
is generally increased, while interneuron inhibitory tone is decreased. Indeed, electrophysiological
studies agree with structural changes in this regard. Studies show that CIS was associated with an
increase in the number of distal dendritic spines in BLA of CIS rats, and this was accompanied by an
increase in spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic potentials and neuron excitability in vivo (Padival et
al. 2013, Hetzel and Rosenkranz 2014). Similarly, in vivo local field potential (LFP) recordings in BLA
with stimulation in entorhinal cortex showed that stress after an elevated platform test enhanced
baseline responses and attenuated amygdalar long-term potentiation (LTP) (Kavushansky and RichterLevin 2006). The BLA, therefore, appears to be in a hyperexcitable state when learning is paired with
an aversive stimulus, or in other words, when learning must occur during emotional arousal.
Demonstrating this, single unit recordings in cats during an inhibitory avoidance task showed that
spontaneous neuronal firing increased gradually after the footshock, peaked 40 minutes later, and
gradually decreased to baseline levels 2 hours later; firing synchrony also gained coherence during
this period (Pelletier et al. 2005).

Commented [h81]: Removed ‘the’

Commented [h82]: I think it’s referred to a number of times
to warrant abbreviation.
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In vitro neurophysiology confirms these observations. BLA dendritic spines increased 6 to 14 days after
CIS, and this was associated with an increase in the frequency of miniature excitatory post-synaptic
currents (Hubert et al. 2014). A single episode of stress (restraint followed by forced swimming) is
associated with an increase in the frequency of both miniature excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic
currents of BLA neurons ex vivo, as well as increased spine density, measured ten days after exposure
to stress (Zhang et al. 2019).
Neuromodeling and neuroplasticity in the BLA after stress has been measured in adolescent animals
(Eiland et al. 2012, Padival et al. 2015). Interestingly, CIS was associated with increased spontaneous
firing rate in the adult BLA measured in vivo in anesthetized rats with no increase in the number of
spontaneously active neurons, whereas CIS in adolescent rats increased the number of active neurons
while leaving firing rate unchanged (Zhang and Rosenkranz 2012). Social isolation in adolescent
animals altered the function of a small-conductance potassium channel in BLA principal neurons,
contributing to increased excitability (Rau et al. 2015). It is interesting to note that CIS enhances
conditioned freezing in adult and adolescent rats, but impairs fear extinction only in adolescent
animals (Zhang and Rosenkranz 2013).

Variation and the behavioral correlates of BLA hypertrophy
Anxiety disorders show a large range of variations between individuals (Meier and Deckert 2019). In
animal models, such inter-individual variations in anxiety and stress reactivity are correlated with BLA
dendritic cytoarchitecture (Mitra et al. 2009). Animals with more extreme fear responses to predator
odor also show higher glucocorticoid response and more extensive BLA dendritic arborization (Hegde
et al. 2017). Similarly, animals exposed to predator odor and showing more extreme behavioral
response to the stressor as well as higher anxiety-like behavior in the elevated plus maze had greater
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inhibited cAMP response element-binding protein activity and plasticity in nucleus accumbens
induced by acute stress (Segev and Akirav 2016).
To summarize and somewhat simplify, the BLA is a critical player in brain defensive circuitry mediating
fear appraisal, learning, memory, generalization, and extinction. These functions are subject to
modulation by network activity which includes PFC, hippocampus, and nucleus accumbens. Stressdependent alterations in the BLA -PFC, -hippocampal, and -nucleus accumbens circuitry and network
activity is associated with exaggerated fear, and maladaptive stress response. What does BLA
hypertrophy mean in the context of network processing? It is likely that stress-induced BLA
hypertrophy is in the driver’s seat when fear hijacks brain processing networks, compromising their
function, and perpetuating perceptions and behaviors which we recognize as fear- and anxiety-related
disorders. This is supported by the hypothesis that stress-induced atrophy of the mPFC and
hippocampus act to dis-inhibit the amygdala, thus amplifying defensive forms of information
processing and behavior, as an adaptive strategy for coping with a threatening environment (Leuner
and Shors 2013, Reser 2016).
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BLA and neuroendocrine stress response
The relationship between HPA axis mediators and BLA plasticity, as well as between glucocorticoids
and fear memory-encoding in BLA, is discussed above. In this section, we take a closer look at feedback
loops operating between stress-dependent BLA hypertrophy and the HPA system. The BLA acts as the
first station for assessment of potentially threatening stimuli in the environment, and through its
direct and indirect neuronal connections to the hypothalamus, the BLA may initiate a total stress
response to perceived threat (Herman et al. 2003, Godoy et al. 2018). Stimulation of the amygdala is
sufficient to trigger the HPA axis stress response (Herman and Cullinan 1997), and while the necessity
of BLA activity for direct activation of the HPA axis in the acute stress response is debatable (Jankord
and Herman 2008), it is important to note that BLA activity also modulates signaling in wider brain
networks with recognized connections to the HPA axis, as summarized above.
Conspicuous feedback mechanisms intimately link BLA plasticity and the HPA axis neuroendocrine
response. The BLA is exquisitely sensitive to glucocorticoids: a single injection of corticosterone
induces BLA dendritic hypertrophy, and this is associated with increased anxiety-like behavior (Mitra
and Sapolsky 2008). This is in stark contrast to the effect of stress hormones on mPFC and
hippocampus, where glucocorticoids induce dendritic retraction and require prolonged
administration (Leuner and Shors 2013). Glucocorticoids contribute to stress-induced brain plasticity
through the activity of two receptor systems, GRs and MRs, expressed on the same neuron, with
different affinities to glucocorticoids, and which transduce opposing or antagonistic effects (Sapolsky
1997). By and large, due to the higher affinity of MRs to glucocorticoids, low levels of circulating
glucocorticoids result in a predominant MR occupation, whereas GRs are recruited when levels of
circulating glucocorticoids are higher (Joëls and de Kloet 1994).
Different affinities and GR:MR cellular expression profile allow for a broad repertoire of genomic and
nongenomic effects (de Kloet and Joëls 2020). Stress changes GR:MR expression, and this imbalance
is implicated in stress-related disorders (ter Heegde et al. 2015, de Kloet et al. 2018). In the
hippocampus, as well as mPFC, stress induces a GR:MR balance in favor of GR expression which
promotes dendritic atrophy (Sousa et al. 2008). Data on GR:MR experimental manipulations in BLA,
further discussed below, indicate that a similar scenario is operating in the BLA, where stress shifts
the balance of expression towards GR, but BLA neurons respond with dendritic arborization and
spinogenesis. What’s going on here? We will come back to the implications of this important question
in the Conclusion and perspectives section.
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This fascinating, contrasting, and site-specific effect of stress hormones on structural plasticity leads
us to a second related question: are stress-induced GR:MR changes associated with site-specific
alterations in HPA axis feedback tone? After stress, GR:MR balance in the hippocampus augments
hippocampal negative feedback tone on the HPA axis (Gomez-Sanchez and Gomez-Sanchez 2011, Le
Menuet and Lombès 2014). We discuss the role of GR:MR balance in BLA feedback to the HPA axis.
Very little is known about mechanisms underlying site-specificity and variation in GR- and MRmediated cellular effects. These mechanisms may putatively involve GR/MR co-expression with other
receptors such as estrogen receptor α, and initial cell-specific GR:MR expression which may, for
example, alter glucocorticoid transcriptional capacity (Han et al. 2005, Nishi and Kawata 2007,
Groeneweg et al. 2012). It was recently shown that fear conditioning increased GR shuttling from
cytoplasm to nucleus only in the amygdala, and not in mPFC nor in hippocampus, and that GR
internalization in the amygdala after fear conditioning is decreased after a single episode of stress
(Moulton et al. 2018).
Attenuating BLA neuronal activity through overexpression of the SK2 potassium channel decreased
anxiety-like behavior, stress-induced corticosterone secretion, and BLA hypertrophy (Mitra et al.
2009). These results tentatively suggest a feedback loop between BLA activity and HPA axis, where
increased long-term BLA activity is positively correlated with HPA axis stress hormone release.
Inducing expression of a chimeric GR in BLA, which effectively binds glucocorticoids but shunts their
effects to an estrogenic pathway, blocked both glucocorticoid-induced BLA hypertrophy and stressassociated anxiety-like behavior (Mitra and Sapolsky 2010). However, overexpression of
mineralocorticoid receptors in BLA reduced endogenous corticosterone secretion and anxiety-like
behavior (Mitra et al. 2009). It therefore seems plausible that GR expression in the BLA promotes
stress hormone release while MR expression in the BLA attenuates it. These data raise the interesting
possibility that stress shifts GR:MR balance towards a GR-heavy expression profile, which consolidates
a positive feedback loop between the BLA and HPA axis. Also, these data may offer a putative gene
therapy design for fear related disorders based on GR:MR balance in the BLA.
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As discussed above, studies of individual variation in the stress response indicate that higher anxiety
is associated with increased BLA activity and dendritic hypertrophy and greater corticosterone release
under stress (Hegde et al. 2017). Conversely, Toxoplasma gondii infection, known to alter innate fear
of predator odor, was associated with BLA dendritic retractions and reduced endogenous
corticosterone secretion (Mitra et al. 2013). Interestingly, experimental lesioning of the BLA is
associated with reduced adrenal gland weight (Ranjbar et al. 2017).
These findings indicate that: (i) BLA hypertrophy is a rapid, robust, and persistent response to acute
stress, HPA axis activation and glucocorticoid release; (ii) BLA activity and hypertrophy potentiates
HPA axis reactivity by augmenting stress hormone release; and (iii) altered HPA axis stress reactivity,
BLA hypertrophy, and increased anxiety appear to be obligate partners. The emerging picture is one
of mutual reinforcement between BLA hypertrophy and HPA axis function. A positive feedback loop is
proposed, where enhanced BLA dendritic arborization and activity potentiates stress hormone release
(Mitra and Sapolsky 2010, Mitra 2019).

BLA plasticity and environmental enrichment
A thorough synopsis of the effects of environmental enrichment (EE) on BLA plasticity and the stress
response will be the subject of a subsequent review. For the present, we will discuss the role of EE in
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Appendix B
Coordination with Associate Professor Ajai Vyas for experimental setup and
training his lab members
Correspondence on the surgical setup I was building for use by the RM lab and the
neighboring lab of RM’s spouse, Associate Professor Ajai Vyas, illustrates the priority of this
work, and the high rate of activity, progress and excitement in the intial stages. I was invited
to share my expertise in making key decisions. I was asked to train members of Associate
Professor Vyas’ lab, which I would have been more than willing to do. In parrallel with RM
escalating her bullying of me, Associate Professor Vyas has apparently lost all interest, and
has not responded to follow-ups from the supplier representatives I had liased with. He
evaded my follow-up queries during a casual meeting.
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From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2020 at 1:52 PM
To: Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com>, "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Surgical checklist v2
Hello,
-

I now have access to LKC ARF, confirmed. As you mentioned earlier, Ajai, we should
have my name on your IACUC before I assist Wen Han with animal work at LKC ARF.

-

Regarding the dental cement:
o The cement itself is https://www.3m.com.sg/3M/en_SG/company-sg/all-3mproducts/~/3M-RelyX-Veneer-Cement-A1-Light-Yellow-Shade-Syringe-Refill7614A1/?N=5002385+3294363250&preselect=8710731+8713393+32937864
99&rt=rud
The price per syringe is $80. It’s hard to estimate how often it would need to
be replenished. Maybe one syringe is good for 2 to 4 rats?
o I strongly recommend the etchant
https://www.3m.com.sg/3M/en_SG/company-sg/all-3m-products/~/3MScotchbond-Universal-Etchant-Etching-Gel41263/?N=5002385+3290258110&preselect=3293786499&rt=rud
The price is $60 for 2 syringes. It greatly improves the quality of the bond.
Even if regular dement cement is used, this etchant is a good idea, it really
makes a difference to how well the cement fuses with the skull. A tiny
miniscule amount is applied to skull prior to drilling and washed off. 2
syringes will be good for dozens of rats.
o 3M supplier is Quantumleap Healthcare Pte Ltd, the contact is Adel +65 9018
5833.
o Dental blue light from 3M is pricey, $500, no need. It is available from Lazada,
for example $25 https://www.lazada.sg/products/quality-assurance-highfly5w-big-power-cordless-led-curing-light-lamp-dental-equipment-bluei244367374s374944954.html?spm=a2o42.searchlist.list.8.3d236f76WevqiX&search=1
The cheap one works well, one just has to be careful not to drop it, so treat it
like other fine surgical tools 😊

-

Regarding the single vs. dual arm stereotaxic manipulator:
o As we discussed, having 2 arms reduces operative time and risk of
contaminating one burr hole with glue while the other is being implanted.
However, given the huge difference in price, perhaps we can work around
one arm. Blue light dental cement is very quick and convenient to use, so that
will save time. The cement mentioned above is paste-like, so it won’t spread
and seep like regular cement. The distance between the cannulas if BLA is
being implanted should be 10 mm so by using a small amount of glue first, to
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be built up later, and extra caution, I think it might work to fix one cannula at
a time.
Kind regards,
Helmy

From: Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com>
Date: Monday, August 17, 2020 at 9:53 AM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, Tong Wen Han <wenhan@ethoneuro.com>, Suresh Shruti
<shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Surgical checklist v2
I and Wen Han discussed experiments in detail last week. I will soon update Ethoneuto side
of the activities. I am teaching today, but I should be able to do this Tuesday.
Ajai
On Mon, Aug 17, 2020 at 9:18 AM Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg> wrote:
Hi All
I have been trying to get budget update for grant over whole of last week. Given all the
delay following circuit-breaker and grant readjustments, I wish to update that we might not
have sufficient grant budget for all the stereotaxic experiments we plan for our lab.
However we might still just be able to get basic set-up and I will update /discuss more soon
about this.
Rupshi
From: Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com>
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 at 9:30 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>, Tong Wen Han <wenhan@ethoneuro.com>,
"Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Surgical checklist v2

About the lacZ as reporter for cannula, Helmy, you kight want to try an alternate substrate
rather than conventional x-gal, lest it interfere with Golgi colors. For example, here is a green
end product:
https://biotium.com/product/green-b-d-gal-n-methylindolyl-b-d-galactopyranoside/
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Ajai

On Sun, Aug 9, 2020 at 12:05 PM Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg> wrote:
Hi,
Tuesday for a Zoom meeting OK with me. I’ll email Shruti shortly.
AAV with lacZ for cannula tip location confirmation sounds neat!
I have no strong preference regarding digital display for stereotaxy. Let’s confirm usability
with rat/mouse (Model 962 Kopf should be adaptable to mouse/rat). Have you considered
RWD stereotaxy in light of that it is 20-40% cheapter than Kopf?
Looking forward to discussions.
Helmy

From: Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com>
Date: Saturday, August 8, 2020 at 10:38 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>, Tong Wen Han <wenhan@ethoneuro.com>,
"Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Surgical checklist v2

As a follow-up, I have been thinking about the use of dyes to locate the site of cannula
infusion. Dyes are problematic for us because we plan to use fluorescence to measure
downstream changes and dye will block one of the channels. This might be problematic for
you too, Helmy, if you plan to dunk brains into Golgi solution. I propose we use an AAV
vector with lacZ, and then use a few sections to create a chromogenic visualization of betagal. Here is an appropriately packaged virus. The same virus is available from a variety of
other sources. The vector will be placed through the guide cannula before plugging in the
Alzet.
https://www.cellbiolabs.com/aav-lacz-control-viruses

Ajai
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On Sat, Aug 8, 2020 at 10:30 AM Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com> wrote:
Hello Helmy,
I went over the list. Thank you for putting this together. It looks ready for action for me. We
should meet and place orders sooner rather than later. We are keen to start to this experiment.
May I suggest Tuesday for a Zoom meeting? We should invite Shruti too.
I see that you have some alternatives in each line. I suspect the easiest is to organize a zoom
meeting and pick the options. About pumps, I do prefer Alzet over RWD (did not know
RWD sold these). We have used these to send steroid hormones in the past. I can look at the
concentration or vehicle when we meet, my preliminary remembrance is a colloidal
suspension in ethanol. Yet, there is a way to increase the solubility of steroids in a medium
sans DMSO. I suggest we try this.
https://www.alzet.com/guide-to-use/cyclodextrins/
I vote for a non-digital version of stereotaxy. In the absence of motors, there is no use of
digital display anyways, it is merely a frill. One consideration is that we should choose a
frame that can be retrospectively modified with a mouse holder if needed at a later timepoint.
Ajai

From: Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com>
Date: Friday, August 7, 2020 at 10:12 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>, Tong Wen Han <wenhan@ethoneuro.com>,
"Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Surgical checklist v2

I will look at the document over the weekend.
Meanwhile, I dug out the micromanipulator, and a holeboard that can perhaps be used for
screwing up the stuff. Let us walk over with a set of allen keys and we can bring these to lab.

Ajai
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On Fri, Aug 7, 2020 at 6:41 PM Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg> wrote:
Hi!
After meeting with company reps, please see attached for details.
Kind regards,
Helmy
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Monday, August 24, 2020 at 6:50 AM
To: Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com>
Cc: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Surgical checklist v2
Hi Ajai,
Wonderful!
Thinking ahead, if it’s correct to say we are implementing pilot, as opposed to routine,
procedures, I’m more than happy to go over preparations with Wen Han.
Kind regards,
Helmy
From: Ajai Vyas <ajaivyas@ethoneuro.com>
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2020 at 4:47 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Surgical checklist v2
Hello Helmy,
I am going to submit an amendment this week, I will add you in my protocols.
Ajai
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On Sun, Aug 23, 2020 at 1:52 PM Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg> wrote:
Hello,
•

I now have access to LKC ARF, confirmed. As you mentioned earlier, Ajai, we should have my
name on your IACUC before I assist Wen Han with animal work at LKC ARF.

•

Regarding the dental cement:
o The cement itself is https://www.3m.com.sg/3M/en_SG/company-sg/all-3mproducts/~/3M-RelyX-Veneer-Cement-A1-Light-Yellow-Shade-Syringe-Refill7614A1/?N=5002385+3294363250&preselect=8710731+8713393+3293786499&rt=
rud
The price per syringe is $80. It’s hard to estimate how often it would need to be
replenished. Maybe one syringe is good for 2 to 4 rats?
o

I strongly recommend the etchant https://www.3m.com.sg/3M/en_SG/companysg/all-3m-products/~/3M-Scotchbond-Universal-Etchant-Etching-Gel41263/?N=5002385+3290258110&preselect=3293786499&rt=rud
The price is $60 for 2 syringes. It greatly improves the quality of the bond. Even if
regular dement cement is used, this etchant is a good idea, it really makes a
difference to how well the cement fuses with the skull. A tiny miniscule amount is
applied to skull prior to drilling and washed off. 2 syringes will be good for dozens of
rats.

o
o

3M supplier is Quantumleap Healthcare Pte Ltd, the contact is Adel +65 9018 5833.
Dental blue light from 3M is pricey, $500, no need. It is available from Lazada, for
example $25 https://www.lazada.sg/products/quality-assurance-highfly-5w-bigpower-cordless-led-curing-light-lamp-dental-equipment-blue-i244367374s374944954.html?spm=a2o42.searchlist.list.8.3d236f76WevqiX&search=1
The cheap one works well, one just has to be careful not to drop it, so treat it like
other fine surgical tools 😊

•

Regarding the single vs. dual arm stereotaxic manipulator:
o As we discussed, having 2 arms reduces operative time and risk of contaminating
one burr hole with glue while the other is being implanted. However, given the huge
difference in price, perhaps we can work around one arm. Blue light dental cement
is very quick and convenient to use, so that will save time. The cement mentioned
above is paste-like, so it won’t spread and seep like regular cement. The distance
between the cannulas if BLA is being implanted should be 10 mm so by using a small
amount of glue first, to be built up later, and extra caution, I think it might work to
fix one cannula at a time.

Kind regards,
Helmy
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From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 1:45 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: CORT into brain studies
Hi
See this attached paper and link to discussion which is already a lot info on CORT
infusion/solvent etc. Let's order CORT from Sigma which is soluble in ethanol as the paper
says (Please read the paper). You will notice a lot is referred to Roozendaal which is why I
don't encourage writing emails without reviewing what they have done. It might be
worthwhile sending another email of a short note of thanks and that you found sufficient
information based on his previous work and it answers your question for now (**just a short
note: please do not detail a lot of what we plan/experiment etc). I emphasize we do
homework first, then decide whether to approach anyone. During meetings we talk a lot of
things, not all of which need to be strictly carried out immediately/ are not meant to be
executed. Please clarify several times before approaching any other lab as it forms a
distinctive lab culture to try and maximize our efforts before reaching out for basic things.
Of Course it reduces a lot of extra work in my part too.
Link to discussion on dissolving CORT
https://www.researchgate.net/post/Which_would_be_the_best_way_to_dissolve_solid_co
rticosterone_for_subcutaneous_injections
Thanks
Rupshi
N.B. Please read actual papers, methods carefully and continue reviewing on CORT/solvent
etc while already ordering CORT.
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 5:48 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Subject: Re: Cort, IHC, Schedule
Hello,
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CORT
- The paper you forwarded does not infuse corticosterone into brain, to the best of
my knowledge. In my opinion as well as others it is not a good idea to inject ethanol
at any concentration into the brain. For us, I think ethanol effects on GABAergic
transmission, at least, would be problematic. While speaking with Ajai, he
mentioned he has data on acceptable concentrations of ethanol for brain infusion,
but I did not follow up on that as both Ajai and I thought cyclodextrin would be a
better option to pursue.
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IHC

-

The ResearchGate discussion you forwarded does not contain information on
corticosterone infusion into brain as far as I can see. Ethanol at concentrations
mentioned and sesame seed oil are not acceptable for brain infusion I think. One
author suggested corticosterone-HBC complex which I had seen earlier and made a
note of, but preliminarily dismissed as an option based on a guesstimate that
molarity will be too low for our purposes (1 ul max volume for acute infusion). We
can go over the calculations together, and decide what it is our target dose and
volume. If corticosterone-HBC complex would work, then great, it’s not expensive,
available, and easy to use – just add water.

-

I did find some attractive images I had taken. I sent an attachment separately, it is
entirely my work. Sadly, I do not have my IHC SOPs with me. Both my ageing laptop
and hard-disk suffered several storms in Cambodia. The hard-disk did not make it,
but the laptop is struggling on after maintenance. Following up on the update I sent
on 3rd August (copied below):
o I will write up the list next time I’m in the lab.
o I checked shelf-life for antibodies we have, the information I found is ‘weeks
to years’, which is not very helpful, but does suggest that the primary
antibodies we have in stock are probably not fit for use. The secondary
antibodies are, I would wager, not worth bothering with at all, they have
probably decayed by now. Like I said before, we can still test, but then I
would like to do that side-by-side with fresh antibodies.
o One point on the things I wish to discuss with you is the success of Santa Cruz
antibodies in your experience. For me, they either didn’t work at all or
worked very badly. In addition, if we will be imaging 4 channels, then the
range of primaries and secondaries is probably better with Abcam/SigmaAldrich. On the other hand, if you know Santa Cruz works for GR/MR/other of
interest then we should stick with it. I have been looking forward to
discussing this with you.
o Wen Han kindly sent me his SOP, it is for AVP.

SCHEDULE
- I don’t know what you mean by calendar format with daily time break-up. Can you
show me an example?
- I have been eager to meet with you, offered to meet anywhere you please, any time
you please to discuss plans and priorities. I have sent everything we discussed, on
time, and as thoroughly as I could manage within reason. My priorities haven’t
changed since I emailed you with the review, please see below. I have followed up as
promptly as possible on every point in these priorities, and kept you informed
immediately. I really don’t know what more I can do to keep you informed of work
progress and push ahead with what we need to do to get data.
- I don’t know why you thought there was little to do on the review. I worked most of
Friday, all of Saturday, Sunday, and Tuesday through to Wednesday morning with no
sleep, because I am eager to get it done and to please you.
- About some of the tasks you are assigning me: I’m OK to assist with procurement
now when there are no experiments running, but once I am running experiments it is
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Commented [MH108]: RM demands this in a second email
sent some hours after the first one, below.

-

not something I will be willing to do, and we agreed on this during my interview. I
specifically asked if procurement is part of my job description and you said no.
In the interest of the open communication we agreed we would have: we need to
talk. I suggested earlier to meet in person. Now I really must say it would be
necessary, because in-person is I feel more conducive of friendly and constructive
progress, which I feel is essential at this time. I have the orientation with Chrisma at
LKC on Wednesday at 10 am, which I have already informed you about, I can cancel
it if you think it’s no longer worth pursuing. Other priorities can be adapted to your
schedule, so please let me know when we can meet, and I request we please meet in
person, unless of course it would inconvenience you.

Kind regards,
Helmy

IHC
-

-

Shruti and I made a list of primary and secondary antibodies we have in stock. I will
write this list up in Excel, print it, and put it in a new antibody logbook. There is a
primary for GR from Santa Cruz, it seems like it was used in 2016-7? Not sure if it
expires, I’ll check – anyways it is stored properly and we can always test.
I briefly saw our histology apparatus, it looks great to me. Only one thing I didn’t
come across is an opaque humidifying slide box, for incubating antibodies on
sections. I didn’t ask if we have one. How was it done earlier?
As Ajai mentioned they have optimized GR and MR IHC, I asked Wen Han for his SOP.

I understand my priorities for scheduling in the coming period is to discuss with you our
experimental plans (including researching corticosterone injection into brain) and
integrating the results of that into our checklist, procurement, and setting up work. I also
plan to finalize a green light from animal facility. Please let me know if I’m missing
something.
From: RM Resileo <rmitra@resilieo.com>
Date: Friday, August 14, 2020 at 3:45 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Next week's plan
Hi
Can you send me your schedule for everyday next week? It will help to have a calendar
format with daily time breakup. Please email today.
Thanks
Rupshi
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Commented [MH109]: How would I know my schedule if
we never met to talk about plans?

Appendix D
RM forces me to acknowledge an intimidating and vague threat of contract
termination sent to HR
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From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 at 1:17 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, Oh Seok Fen <SFOh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Readjustment of research scope
Dear Seok Fen and Professor Mitra,
I acknowledge receiving the email below.
Kind regards,
Helmy

Mohamed Helmy, MD PhD
Research Fellow, School of Biological Sciences
50 Nanyang Avenue, School of Biological Sciences (SBS), Singapore 639798
T +65 83 555 817 mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg www.ntu.edu.sg

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 at 12:52 PM
To: Oh Seok Fen <SFOh@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Readjustment of research scope
Dear Seok Fen
This is to keep you updated on the discussion I had with Helmy and others in my laboratory
about possible restriction/readjustment in budget funding that funds our lab's research.
Due to Covid19, the whole time frame have been shifted although Helmy was interviewed
for a research position until December this year. While his contract time-frame has been
shifted as he joined in much later than anticipated/interviewed for, the budget for the
research allocated for him will still run out this year. Therefore, I have discussed about the
possibility of his contract running out earlier.

Commented [MH110]: It was not a discussion.
Commented [MH111]: There was only one other person in
addition to RM and myself.

Commented [MH112]: Could I not have been informed
earlier?
Commented [MH113]: How am I to interpret this?

Thank you
Rupshi
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Appendix E
Near-finalized review sent to RM for upload to Frontiers in
Neuroendocrinology
•

The review I wrote was taken from me by RM in a near-finalized state. She had
stated that she would complete the simple but vital pre-submission checks and
upload it herself in two hours (see date below). I did not receive a notification email
yet.
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Appendix F
Demeaning, degrading, and aimless task assignment in a T3 grant
•
•
•
•
•

Haphazard scheduling dissociated from any target
Assigning demeaning tasks
Wasting University resources
Extremely poor or blatantly incorrect research methods
Training under the Research Assistant in an area of my teaching and research
expertise
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From: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2020 at 1:07 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Coming week
Hi,
Sure. Tomorrow’s works for me. I will be at LKC, Novena in the morning. I should be back by
3pm.
Helmy, can we meet at 3pm in our lab at SBS? Thanks.

Commented [MH114]: My schedule is contingent on
another’s for no discernable reason.

Regards,
Shruti
From: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: 29 August 2020 22:49
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>; Suresh Shruti
<shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Coming week
Hi Both
I think it will help if you work with Shruti in analysis of new behavior data and few more
things that she might update you on. Shruti, do coordinate about your meeting/work with
Helmy, starting Monday. Do keep me updated daily on the day's work.

Commented [MH115]: Why not specify?
Commented [MH116]: Is there a plan or not?

Rupshi
Get Outlook for Android
From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2020 at 9:57 AM
To: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Coming week
Hi Helmy
You will be needed to work with Shruti for several things coming week. It will keep you
posted after discussing with Shruti.
Rupshi
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Commented [MH117]: Who or what is it that will discuss
and post?

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Friday, September 4, 2020 at 11:37 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Completing of behavior analysis
Hi
I will be waiting for the behavioral analysis, data entry and graphs for all the animals from
last behavior batch, from Helmy, with random checks from Shruti.

Commented [h118]: What is the method and purpose?

Rupshi
From: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: 02 September 2020 09:23
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>; Suresh Shruti
<shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Weekly Schedule
Hi
Helmy, the times look very offset. Clearly at this stage BLA review time does not demand 4
days 9am-6pm. I think 1 day is sufficient. If you cannot manage, please send over, I will do.
Please focus and advance the other review in same time. Staining too I doubt takes so long.
Please focus the time on training, learning video analysis, from Shruti.
Thanks.
Rupshi

Commented [MH119]: Her disciplining remark is
humiliating, dismissive, and out of place, in light of: (i) RM’s
history of turnaround time for feedback which is invariably
meaningless or obstructive; (ii) that she blocked or ignored
all requests to meet for planning experiments; (iii) RM’s edits
demonstrate an extremely worrying lack of attention to
academic writing rigors; and (iv) RM’s history of not actually
noticing, reading, nor responding to attachments.
Commented [MH120]: So is it my job to focus the review?
And train in the field of my expertise “…in the same time…”?
The review/opinion which she placed in the context of
almost anything to do with fear, models of fear,
mechanisms, translational neuroscience, etc.? And which she
wants done by 2 other persons one of whom I never met nor
was allowed to communicate with?

Get Outlook for Android

Commented [MH121]: In this instance time required was
zero minutes because there was nothing to stain.
Commented [MH122]: The training consisted of a
stopwatch. The paradigm was the light-dark box, a very basic
and simple test of anxiety-like behavior. It was however
done incorrectly, as she demanded 10 lux in the light
compartment, which defeats the purpose of the test. She
prohibited me from using ANY-maze, software provided by
the University for behavioral analysis. This does not make
sense from any perspective. Tens of videos would require
weeks to analyze manually, for one outcome. The software
can analyze the same videos in some minutes and produce
any number of outcomes.
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Appendix G
Meeting
In this meeting, RM informed me that it is none of my concern what the research protocol is
(for the light-dark box or anything else), what the behavioral outcomes are, research question
and objectives, and co-authorship plans. All that may or may not be discussed later. I
specifically asked if the work I will be doing is in the context of the T3 grant and was given the
same answer, that it is none of my concern. I asked about my duties and responsibilities and
was told those are none of my concern because I am being trained. She also prohibited the
use of software provided by the University for behavioral analysis and I was told to just finish
my training and start working on the experiments as I’ve been trained.
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From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, September 3, 2020 at 10:09 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Meeting 03.09.2020
Hi Rupshi,
Thank you for meeting with me today, below are the minutes.

1. BLA review

I will today send the material I generated for our review and the to-do list for finalizing to
you to upload to Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology.

2. Behavioral experiments

Analysis will be done manually and ANYMAZE will not be used. I will be informed on
research question, objective, and behavioral outcomes after my training. Co-authorship will
also be addressed at a later point.

3. Situational review/opinion

Address points in your email on the topic and notes in situational.docx.

4. Office computer

I follow-up with Alex to replace my desktop with a new one.

Kind regards,
Helmy
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Appendix H
Tasks received through Research Assistant and falsification
• I receive my tasks through the Research Assistant
• RM attempts to create a false paper trail
• RM makes a false accusation against NTU IACUC
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Image from message from Research Assistant

Commented [MH123]: This was sent to me along with the
information that the meeting on Friday is for me as well.

From: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Monday, September 7, 2020 at 2:14 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>, "Rupshi Mitra (Asst
Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: RE: Update Schedule 07-11.10.2020
Hi Helmy,
Just wanted to clarify that I did not hand you a schedule, but updated you on the time
points for behavior this week. Thank you.
Shruti
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Commented [MH124]: The Research Assistant had received
a phone call from RM demanding this message. The RA was
sitting 3 feet away from me at the time. RM was very upset I
had sent an email that said the RA had ‘informed’ me of my
schedule (below). I don’t know what time points for behavior
are.

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy [mailto:mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg]
Sent: Monday, September 07, 2020 2:06 PM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Update Schedule 07-11.10.2020
Hi
Shruti informed me of my new schedule, please see below.
Kind regards,
Helmy
Date
Mon 07.10.2020
Tue 08.10.2020
Wed 09.10.2020
Thu 10.10.2020
Fri 11.20.2020

Task and time
Behavior batch 1 (4 hours)
Situational review/opinion (5 hours)
Behavioral experiments with Shruti
Behavior batch 2
Behavioral experiments with Shruti
Behavioral experiment and sample collection
with Shruti

Location
SBS
WFH
LKC
SBS
LKC
LKC
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From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy [mailto:mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg]
Sent: 23, July, 2020 5:55 PM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>; Bryan Ogden (SHHQ)
<bryan.ogden@singhealth.com.sg>; Maria Leong Siow Wan (SHHQ)
<maria.leong.s.w@singhealth.com.sg>
Subject: Re: Next RCULA Course : Enquiry from Dr Mohamed Mustafa Helmy via Sureah
Ahruti / Prof Rupshi Mitra NTU - reserve a seat
Dear Professor Ogden and Maria,
Thank you kindly for your replies, I do appreciate your help very much.
Please find attached a copy of my previous RCULAC, as well as my animal license certificate
from Finland.
We had indeed attempted to negotiate that I start work with my previous RCULAC, but the
information we received is that I will have to sit the course again. However, with the
information we now have from you, Professor Ogden, we are in a better position to address
the responsible authority and persons.
I hope we manage to figure things out here, and I will be in touch. Until then, just in case,
we’ll also be looking forward to the next date you organize for the course. I apologize for
the urgency of my request, and I am grateful for your understanding. Once again, thank you
for your concern.
Kind regards,
Helmy

Mohamed Helmy, MD PhD
Research Fellow, School of Biological Sciences
50 Nanyang Avenue, School of Biological Sciences (SBS), Singapore 639798
T +65 83 555 817 mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg www.ntu.edu.sg
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Commented [MH125]: I had asked RM 3 times, the first as
soon as I landed in Singapore, whom I may contact to ask
about this. On the third occasion she told me there is no
option but to do the course and not to ask again.

From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 at 5:26 PM
To: "Bryan Ogden (SHHQ)" <bryan.ogden@singhealth.com.sg>, "Maria Leong Siow Wan
(SHHQ)" <maria.leong.s.w@singhealth.com.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Next RCULA Course : Enquiry from Dr Mohamed Mustafa Helmy via Sureah
Ahruti / Prof Rupshi Mitra NTU - reserve a seat

Commented [MH126]: Note RM sent this email before I
sent mine (above).

Dear Dr Ogden
Thank you for your note. We will retry with NTU IACUC once more as you suggested (Dr
Helmy already tried this earlier this year, as he noted). In the mean time, may I inquire of
any new date for the next RCULA course that Dr Helmy can take in case the NTU protocol
does not work.
Regards
Rupshi
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Commented [MH127]: I never tried, this is false. RM
explicitly told me to not bring up this question again the
third time I asked.
And I had not yet ‘noted’, I had not yet sent an email she told
me to send by Skype. She berated me on Skype later for her
looking silly, though it was not clear how I was responsible.

Commented [MH128]: This BDNF vector never ever came
up again. I wonder where it had come from.
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From: Bryan Ogden (SHHQ) <bryan.ogden@singhealth.com.sg>
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2020 4:36:55 PM
To: Maria Leong Siow Wan (SHHQ) <maria.leong.s.w@singhealth.com.sg>; Rupshi Mitra
(Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>; Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: RE: Next RCULA Course : Enquiry from Dr Mohamed Mustafa Helmy via Sureah
Ahruti / Prof Rupshi Mitra NTU - reserve a seat
Dear Prof. Rupshi,
From your emails it sounds like Helmy took the RCULA course in the past (since you stated that he
has done animal research in Singapore) and thinks that his RCULAC certificate has expired. Under
the current NACLAR Guidelines, RCULAC certificates do not expire. The revised NACLAR Guidelines,
which are not yet official will require renewals, but this is not currently the case. If your lab is doing
animal research in the NTU animal facility, I suggest you appeal to your NTU IACUC to grant Helmy
permission to work with animals. Also, please not that each IACUC is allowed to make exceptions to
RCULAC certification if they are satisfied that the person is already adequately qualified. The
SingHealth IACUC cannot grant this kind of exception to an NTU researcher who is not working in
SingHealth animal research facilities.
Regards,
Bryan
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Appendix I
Ad-hoc work organization and uncertainty:
•
•

Frequent schedule re-organization.
No plan.

Additionally:
•
•
•
•
•

Accusatory language in reference to my duties about which I know nothing.
Vague instructions.
Possible unethical statistical practice.
Possible wasting of precious resources belonging to another PI in the consortium.
Possible wasting of animal life.
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From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Monday, August 24, 2020 at 12:40 PM
To: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Tomorrow's experiments
Hi Both

Commented [MH129]: Is this word necessary here?

I am full of meetings all day today, so I will email you again soon about follow-ups. But for
tomorrow's LKC behavior runs, it looks like Shruti can manage/do herself as I understand.
Best wishes Shruti for tomorrow's experiments. Do let me know if you ahve any question.
Rupshi
From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Monday, September 7, 2020 at 5:23 PM
To: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: RE: Update Schedule (2) 07-11.10.2020
Hi

-

Please find my schedule with breakdown below.
I will send Batch 1 analysis shortly.
I will stain after sectioning and update you.
I will be sure to follow up with updates on Batch 2 and Situational review.

Kind regards,
Helmy

Date
Mon 07.10.2020
Tue 08.10.2020

Wed 09.10.2020
Thu 10.10.2020

Fri 11.20.2020

Task and time
Behavior batch 1 (4 hours)
Situational review/opinion (5 hours)
Situational review/opinion (2 hours)
Behavioral experiment with Shruti 10 am to 5 pm
(bus from EMB 9.15 am, to EMB 5.30 pm)
Behavior batch 2 (9-10 hours)
Situational review/opinion (2 hours)
Meet Shruti 11 am for preparation
Behavioral experiments with Shruti 1.30 pm to 5
pm (bus to EMB 5.30 pm)
Behavioral experiment and sample collection
with Shruti 9 am to 5 pm (bus from EMB 8.15
am, to EMB 5.30 pm)

Location
SBS
WFH
WFH
LKC
SBS
WFH
SBS
LKC

Commented [MH130]: These would have been trunk blood
(only) from aged mice per RM’s instructions. I think a study
on dementia should make better use of such expensive
animals. In the context of neuroscience, brain at least is
important, in addition to other organs or samples if possible.
What does the plan and grant say? Do these animals not
belong to another PI? What is her agreement with him?

LKC
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From: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)
Sent: Monday, September 07, 2020 2:25 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Update Schedule 07-11.10.2020

Hi
Please do send breakdown as I doubt behavior at LKC takes all day. Do update on staining as
well. I will wait for Batch 1 behavior done today and batch 2 on Wednesday, both
completed with graphs, stats. Do also update the situational review as it progress.

Commented [MH131]: How may I know? What are we
doing? How many animals? Where is the IACUC, grant
proposal, and protocol? Everything about the research is
unknown to me.
Commented [MH132]: There is nothing to stain.

Thanks
Rupshi

Commented [MH133]: I think it is unethical to analyze a
batch in a cohort. What statistical analysis would be used?
How many groups are there? What would be the point?
Commented [MH134]: How can it meaningfully progress
without some coordination between the 4 authors?

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Sunday, September 6, 2020 6:05 PM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Update Schedule 07-11.10.2020

Hi
Shruti informed me of my new schedule, please see below.
Kind regards,
Helmy
Date
Mon 07.10.2020
Tue 08.10.2020
Wed 09.10.2020
Thu 10.10.2020
Fri 11.20.2020

Task and time
Behavior batch 1 (4 hours)
Situational review/opinion (5 hours)
Behavioral experiments with Shruti
Behavior batch 2
Behavioral experiments with Shruti
Behavioral experiment and sample collection
with Shruti

Location
SBS
WFH
LKC
SBS
LKC
LKC
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From: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)
Sent: Monday, September 07, 2020 12:21 AM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Schedule 07-11.10.2020

Hi
Yes, will be waiting

Commented [MH135]: If there is such a need for speed,
why not use ANY-maze at LKC and get the data instantly?

Rupshi
Get Outlook for Android

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Saturday, September 5, 2020 6:23:07 AM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Cc: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Schedule 07-11.10.2020
Hi
I’m carefully analyzing behavioral videos, may I send data and graphs Monday latest? Please find my
schedule for next week below.
Kind regards,
Helmy

Date
Mon 07.10.2020
Tue 08.10.2020
Wed 09.10.2020
Thu 10.10.2020
Fri 11.20.2020

Task and time
Behavior batch 1 (4 hours)
Situational review/opinion (5 hours)
Situational review/opinion (10 hours)
Histology, cresyl violet (4-5 hours)
Behavior batch 2 (4-5 hours)
Behavior batch 2 (3-4 hours)
Situational review/opinion (4-5 hours)
Behavior experiment and sample collection

Location
SBS
WFH
WFH
SBS
SBS
SBS
WFH
LKC
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Commented [MH136]: I was discouraged by a colleague
from presenting RM with a simple calculation (number of
tests x number of animals x time of one test) to show her
that her demands were not possible.

Appendix J
Unknown tasks
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From: "Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)" <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>
Date: Thursday, September 3, 2020 at 3:28 PM
To: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>, Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Behavior training 1
Great. Now, Helmy can go ahead and finish rest of the behavior videos and include entries
for all in LDB.

Commented [MH137]: Intimidating and degrading.

Rupshi
From: Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 7:25 PM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>; Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy
<mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: RE: Behavior training 1
Hi,
I watched him do one video and I did one while sitting right next to him. And after he finished doing
4 videos, we compared it to my analysis. Thanks.
Shruti
From: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof)
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2020 3:23 PM
To: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>; Suresh Shruti
<shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Re: Behavior training 1

Hi
The numbers from Shruti's and Helmy's look pretty close. So did Shruti do it today, right
beside or before/after Helmy did or are these from her previous time's analysis?
Also, Helmy, can you include LDB entries as well? Number of entries into light box and
number of entries into dark box?
Do address these asap so we can go to next step.
Thanks
Rupshi
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Commented [h138]: I don’t know what that is. I think she
meant ‘transitions’. Number of entries into light box and
number of entries into dark box are either the same
(identical) or the difference between them is one (1).
Perhaps these are parameters of her own enterprise, but if
there is a difference of 1, then a third parameter Where is
the rodent at the end of five minutes would be needed to
make sense, if any, from that difference of 1. Perhaps she
would have asked me for this parameter at a later date. It
would be still a rather random parameter and unknown in
the literature to the best of my knowledge for this primitive
behavioral test.
Importantly, why were these parameters required later?
Why was this not in a plan of some sort? Why was I not
trained to count transitions?

From: Mohamed Mustafa Mahmoud Helmy <mohd.mustafa@ntu.edu.sg>
Sent: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 5:51 PM
To: Rupshi Mitra (Asst Prof) <RMitra@ntu.edu.sg>; Suresh Shruti <shruti.suresh@ntu.edu.sg>
Subject: Behavior training 1
Hi
-

Please find attached comparisons of behavioral data.
Alex said he will attend to replacing my desktop.

Kind regards,
Helmy
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Appendix K
Concerns on data fabrication and misrepresentation
I was ordered by RM to train under the Research Assistant how to manually analyze videos of
basic rodent behavioral testing, an area of my research and teaching expertise. I asked RM
about the justification for a blatant error in the protocol for a basic test of anxiety-like
behavior, and was told that is none of my concern (in addition to behavioral outcome and
research question, among other matters I mention elsewhere). I asked if I could use ANYmaze, behavioral analysis software provided by the University, for the present analyses and
future experiments, and was ordered to complete my training as instructed and execute
experiments accordingly.1
I wanted to know how behavioral experiments were done previously, especially as RM
published articles stating ANY-maze was used.2 I was disturbed by content on behavioral
testing in the common lab folder. The quality of videos is between satisfactory to unusable. A
video can be very long (hours), which I can understand for the earlier work, and if the camera
used was outdated (but so outdated there was no remote control?), so the researcher must
‘flash’ the experiment data (date, animal id, etc.), or show it to the camera before putting the
animal in. Some videos had no animals at all, which is strange – why go through the effort of
recording, transferring, storing, labelling, so on, a large video file if there is no experiment?
Some videos had animals, but the researcher did not ‘flash’ the experiment data, which
means the way to tell which animal is which is sequentially, from the lab-book – the chances
for error are almost guaranteed.
As RM had demanded ‘stats’ from me, I looked at statistical analyses used in the past. I am
certainly not an expert, but I have been trained to critically appraise a statistical method as
rigorous, good, generally accepted, bad, or cheating. My training would not allow
contemplation of a putative outlier, without extensive consultation and scrutiny with
superiors, trusted colleagues, and experts. My impression is RM makes liberal use of a method
or another for defining outliers (I know nothing about formulae for calculating outliers). To

1
RM has also forced students and research assistants to manually draw dendritic structure of (hundreds or
thousands of) neurons manually i.e. by looking through the microscope and using pencil and paper. This is
extremely puzzling, as the neurons could just as well be imaged and then analyzed in, for example, Imaris, a
powerful software available at the University, and includes modules specifically targeted to dendritic and spine
structure analysis. Needless to say, digitization would not only increase accuracy, eliminate inter-observer
variability, save time, and reduce strain on researcher’s neck and eyes, but would very exceedingly increase
possibilities to measure outcomes very relevant to the research question. It would also allow other histological
techniques or related methods to be combined. The implications for research in general and structural plasticity
in particular are so obvious, it should not be a matter of discussion for anyone anywhere in biomedicine in 2020.
In this context, a comment on the effect on impact is inane.
2
See Ashokan, A., A. Hegde, A. Balasingham and R. Mitra (2018) Housing environment influences stress-related
hippocampal substrates and depression-like behavior Brain research 1683: 78-85 and Abdulai-Saiku, S., A.
Hegde, A. Vyas and R. Mitra (2017) Effects of stress or infection on rat behavior show robust reversals due to
environmental disturbance F1000Research 6: 2097.
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the best of my knowledge, RM reports using a statistical method for removing outliers from
a dataset collected in Singapore in only one publication3 (see also).4
Of course I do not have access to lab books, would make no accusation against a colleague
based on conjecture, and do not know if any behavioral data I saw went into a publication. I
trust in the Office and Persons to whom this is addressed. My moral and research integrity
and duty to NTU and Singapore compel me to report this and not be implicated within RM’s
terrifying lab culture of intimidation, bullying, fear, and silencing.

3
Hegde, A., S. Suresh and R. Mitra (2020) Early-life short-term environmental enrichment counteracts the
effects of stress on anxiety-like behavior, brain-derived neurotrophic factor and nuclear translocation of
glucocorticoid receptors in the basolateral amygdala Scientific Reports 10(1): 14053.
4
Wu, Y. and R. Mitra (2020) Prefrontal-hippocampus plasticity reinstated by an enriched environment during
stress Neuroscience Research, in press corrected proof: I could not open the Supplementary Data file.
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